ABSTRACT Face recognition is an important biometric due to its non-intrusive collection of data that can be applied to surveillance systems. However, the human pose is unconstrained under surveillance, and there is only one frontal face available in the gallery in most scenarios, and these two factors challenge face recognition performance. A goodly amount of research has been published to solve this problem. Specially, deep learning-based methods learn generic models between poses to synthesize different poses of a given face, however, generic synthesis models can lose the face identity while warping the face, which deteriorates the discriminative capability of learned features. In this paper, we proposed the deep Siamese networks to learn identity-aware and pose-invariant features, adding contrastive loss to the face synthesis model to preserve the face identity while synthesizing the face. In addition, we trained various face synthesis models with different target poses as supervisory signals, the learned pose-invariant features were incorporated by another Siamese network, resulting in deeper pose-invariant and identity-aware features. The proposed network is free of landmark estimation and face pose, and it is in real time. We tested the proposed algorithm in the FERET and CAS-PEAL datasets, and experimental results demonstrated that our network achieved superior performance to that of recently published algorithms for cross-pose face recognition, especially the 2D deep learning-based algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic face recognition has been intensively investigated for several decades, and a number of commercial face recognition systems are available; the current systems can identify one human face from among several thousand within seconds. Recent advances in deep learning research have also expanded face recognition algorithms, for instance deepface [1] , and DeepID1-3 [2] - [4] . The accuracy of face verification on Labelled Faces in the Wild reaches 99.53%, and the speed and accuracy of automatic face recognition exceed the human ability to recognize faces. Face recognition is more advanced than other popular biometrics such as fingerprint and iris recognition in the sense that it can perform in a
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non-intrusive manner; this advantage is applied in surveillance systems to identify people at a distance in a uncontrolled way; however, these uncontrolled environments challenge face recognition algorithms due to the illumination and pose variations of the captured faces. Particularly with large pose differences between the gallery face and the probe face, the intra-class variation could exceed the inter-class variation. Face recognition accuracy decreases so dramatically with large pose changes that humans perform better than the face recognition algorithms, and the problem is still far from being solved. Numerous researchers have investigated methods for solving this problem that can be grouped into three categories: synthesis, latent subspace, or pose invariant based methods.
The synthesis-based methods aim to either synthesize frontal views from non-frontal faces or synthesis multiple VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ gallery faces from a frontal one, and the syntheses can be performed in either 2D or 3D. Two-dimensional pose normalization attempts to determine whether correspondence is piece-wise, patch-wise, or pixel wise. Asthana et al. [5] proposed a Gaussian process regression model to learn the correspondence of facial landmarks between poses. Ashraf et al. [6] proposed a ''stack-flow'' method to learn the affine warps for each pair of patches between poses based on the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [7] . Ho and Chellapa [8] proposed using a Markov random field to calculate pixel-wise displacement by minimizing the energy residual and smoothness between pixels. Similarly, a morphable displacement field [9] method was proposed to find the pixel-wise correspondence between poses. The synthesized face images from these methods suffered from significant artifacts due to the division of small regions. Linear and nonlinear regression models compensate for this shortcoming. Yin et al. [10] proposed an associate prediction model for frontal face synthesis, Li et al. [11] proposed a CCA regressor to reconstruct the frontal face. Neural networks serve as a nonlinear regression models for face synthesis. Kan et al. [12] proposed a stacked auto-encoder to progressively restore the frontal face from a non-frontal one. The 3D methods were also extensively used to reconstruct face poses. Blanz and Vetter [13] proposed a 3D morphable model to calculate the shape and texture coefficients of a face by fitting a generic 3D model. Heo et al. [14] proposed a 3D generic elastic model (GEM) to construct a 3D model from a frontal face on top of the assumption that the depth of faces is close between different subjects. The GEM was extended to incorporate the complementary information between poses [15] . Latent subspace methods learn a shareable subspace for different poses; faces with various poses are divided into a discrete set of pose spaces, and a pose-specific projection is used to project to the latent subspace. Li et al. [11] proposed CCA to learn a multi-view latent subspace; the projection matrices were learned for poses so that the correlation between projected features of same subject is maximized. kernel CCA [16] was also proposed to provide nonlinear projection. Andrew et al. [17] proposed deep CCA in which the highest layer of the deep network was correlated in an unsupervised manner. A deeply coupled auto-encoder network [18] was proposed to supervise learning the latent subspace to enhance discriminative capacity. Prince et al. [19] proposed tied-factor analysis (TFA) to linearly project a nonfrontal face to a pose-invariant identity subspace. Similarly, Cai et al. [20] proposed regularized latent least square regression, and Li et al. [21] extended the TFA and proposed tied probabilistic linear discriminant analysis to incorporate the intra-class and inter-class variations.
Pose-invariant feature (PIF) extraction attempts to extract face features that are invariant to pose change using engineering or learning. Biswas et al. [22] concatenated the SIFT [23] features of each landmark to characterize the face images. Yi et al. [24] proposed a deformable 3D model to detect the dense landmarks of faces and concatenated the Gabor magnitude of these landmarks as PIFs. In contrast, deep learning methods were proposed to implicitly learn latent PIFs. Yim et al. [25] proposed multi-task networks to rotate an arbitrary pose and illuminate a target pose in which the remote code encoded in the input image illustrated the target pose. Zhu et al. [26] proposed a face identity-preserving deep network to enhance the discriminative capacity of learned features. Zhang et al. [27] proposed a single-hidden-layer auto-encoder to learn PIFs, adding the random signals into the target values to learn the various information of the identity. Kan et al. [12] proposed a stacked auto-encoder to progressively transform the non-frontal face to frontal view. PIF methods achieved impressive performance for face recognition more or less using landmarks or pose estimation to align faces or find correspondences. Moreover, PIF methods based on deep learning typically are generic models, and there is no explicit mechanism to preserve the face identity during the face synthesis.
In this paper, we propose a deep Siamese network to learn identity-aware and pose-invariant face features, aiming to develop an algorithm that is free of pose estimation and landmark detection. The contributions of this paper include:
(1) A Siamese network is proposed to train a face synthesis model across poses. By adding contrastive loss in the Siamese network, the face identity is preserved and more discriminative PIFs can be extracted from the face synthesis model. Different from the current Siamese networks for face recognition in Deepface [1] and DeepID [4] , we used the network directly in the face verification model to verify whether two input faces belong to the same person; our proposed Siamese network in the face synthesis model enhances the identity information while transforming the poses. The proposed algorithm is the first attempt to add Siamese network in a face synthesis model.
(2) We propose a deep network to incorporate various PIFs extracted from different face synthesis models. Using different target poses, we generated a variety of face synthesis models in which the PIFs have different capabilities with the input poses. By incorporating those features, deeper PIFs can be obtained.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related works regarding the crosspose face recognition and Siamese network, Section III presents the proposed deep Siamese networks in detail, where the Siamese network is applied to both the face synthesis network and the deep pose-invariant network. Section IV applies the above algorithm to FERET and CAS-PEAL databases and presents the experiment results. Finally, we conclude this paper with future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Face recognition underwent a significant breakthrough re-cently with new techniques such as deepface [1] , DeepID1-3 [2] - [4] . The accuracy of face verification on Labelled Faces in the Wild (LFW) reaches 99.53%. However, most of the faces in the LFW dataset are captured at near frontal pose, and the accuracy of face identification reduces significantly for large pose differences. For example, in their state-of-the-art research on cross-pose face recognition, Kan et al. [12] achieved only 77% accuracy for poses at 60 degrees in the FERET dataset. Thus, face recognition is still far from perfect, especially when the human pose is unconstrained and there might only be one frontal face in the gallery, such as a mug shot provided by the police. FIGURE 1 shows this scenario, where there is only one frontal face in the gallery and the probe face can be captured in any pose. This is a challenging task given that the distances between poses in the same subject face might be greater than the distances between different subjects, which means the intraclass distance is larger than the inter-class distance. To solve the pose variation problem in face recognition, a number of algorithms have been proposed. Three-dimensional models in particular have achieved state-of-the-art results. However, 3D models can have problems in real times with illumination, expression, and occlusion variation; in such environments, it is very difficult to recover a 3D model based on a single frontal face. Additionally, the 3D data maybe not available in many cases. Recently, there have been explorations of deep learning-based methods to significantly improve 2D algorithms. Yim et al. [25] proposed multi-task networks to rotate an arbitrary pose and illumination to a target pose in which the remote code encoded in the input image illustrated the target pose. Zhu et al. [26] proposed a face identity-preserving deep network to enhance the discriminative capacity of learned features. Kan et al. [12] proposed stacked auto-encoders to progressively transform the non-frontal face to frontal view. These deep learning methods aim to train a generic transformation model between various poses and are applied to the new data to render some virtual poses or perform face frontalization. Generic transformation models might lose face identity, which reduces the discriminative of the face features. Thus, we propose a Siamese network to preserve the identity during face synthesis, aiming to eliminate the identity distortion caused by the face synthesis.
A Siamese network [28] , [29] is an architecture to jointly train pairs of using a images using a contrastive loss function [30] . FIGURE 2 shows the basic architecture of a Siamese network in which I p and I q are the input pair of images, respectively, and f p and f q are the learned features from the CNN model, also respectively. Suppose that I p and I q are two samples from the same object, and another I n is the images from different object with feature f n . The contrastive loss is computed as
where L p (f p , f q ) and L n (f q , f n ) are the loss for positive pairs and negative pairs of input images, and:
(2)
FIGURE 2. Basic architecture of Siamese network. The loss of L p (f p , f q ) penalizes the positive pairs that are far apart in the future space, while the loss of L n (f q , f n ) penalizes the negative pairs that are closer than margin m. The Contrastive loss minimizes the distance of features if they are from same object and enlarges the distance if they are different objects and closer than m. Thus, the learned features are more discriminative.
III. PROPOSED SIAMESE NETWORKS
It is natural to use face synthesis models to transform nonfrontal faces into virtual frontal faces for face recognition of frontal faces. A number of algorithms have been proposed to synthesize frontal faces from non-frontal ones. Among these, deep learning-based pose synthesis has become popular recently due to its impressive performance; pose synthesis models are generic transformation models between poses, which might lose face identity because there is lack of explicit mechanism to preserve the identity. In this study, we proposed to use a Siamese network to train a face synthesis model in which pairs of images are jointly trained, aiming to minimize the distance of images from same subject and make the different subjects far apart in the learned feature space.
In our proposed Siamese network, the faces from any pose are first encoded into PIFs and decoded into other poses. It is noted that the face recognition performance using synthesized frontal faces is worse than that using PIFs because of the artificial look of synthesized faces. Thus, we used PIFs extracted from face synthesis models to perform the face recognition in our framework; by synthesizing different target poses, various PIFs can be extracted and incorporated to enhance the discriminative capability of the features. The framework of the proposed Siamese network is shown in FIGURE 3. The probe face with any pose is fed into various face synthesis models to generate different virtual poses of the same person, the PIFs are extracted from the synthesis models, and an integrate network is used to combine the PIFs extracted from various face synthesis models to obtain deeper and more discriminative PIFs. Principal component analysis (PCA) is used for dimension reduction, and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is used as a classifier to obtain the matching person from the gallery.
Siamese networks are widely used for face verification, such as in Deepface [1] and DeepID3 [4] . The proposed Siamese networks are quite different from these existing algorithms in two aspects: (1) Deepface and DeepID are face verification models in which two faces are input and the network verifies whether the two input faces belong to the same person, but the algorithms were not designed for extremely large pose scenarios. Our proposed Siamese network was used to synthesize faces across various poses to extract pose-invariant face features, aiming to improve large pose changes during face identification; the proposed network is the first attempt at face identification with large pose changes. (2) The architecture of the proposed Siamese network is completely different from that of Deepface [1] and DeepID3 [4] : We designed a concise and efficient Siamese network to transform faces across different poses.
A. FACE SYNTHESIS NETWORK WITH CONTRASTIVE LOSS
Face synthesis attempts to render some virtual poses from a given pose, which serves as a pose transformation for input face. It can be performed as non-frontal to frontal, frontal to non-frontal face, or any pose-to-pose transformation. The goal of our face synthesis was to learn pose-invariant features, meaning that if input faces are projected into pose-invariant subspaces, the extracted PIFs can render any target poses. FIGURE 4 illustrates the flow chart of our face synthesis network, in which the input images from any pose are fed into the deep encoder to embed the pose-invariant face features, and the PIFs can be decoded into any target pose. Different from the autoencoder in [12] , we found that the network of [25] , provided deeper PIFs by using the convolutional layers to increase the learning ability; thus, we modified the network of [25] as shown in FIGURE 5. Differently, we increased the size of the input image, which results in better accuracy. Also, we trained a separate model for each target pose so that the model could learn and incorporate different PIFs. For each face synthesis model of target pose i, the training input is the face with any pose, and the output of the network is the same face at the target pose i. The PIFs are extracted from layer ''FC1'', the encoder is the layers of ''CONV 1 + MAXPOOLING'', and the decoder is the combination of ''CONV 2 + MAXPOOLING''. Assuming that X n,p j is the nth face of training data, p j is the corresponding input pose j, the output of the model i is X n,p i . Let Enc(.) be the encoder function, the PIFs can be described as:
Let Dec(.) be the decoder function, the Euclidean loss of the face synthesis model i can be calculated as:
where N and J are the number of faces and poses, respectively. Each face synthesis model aims to minimize loss by generating various PIFs, which can be more discriminative than the synthesized face given that the synthesized face may have noise and artificial effects. The various pose images are used as supervisory signals to train PIFs, and our target is to train discriminative face features.
However, it is noted that no face identity information is involved in the above face synthesis model; that the model is generic model, with no explicit identity information, could deteriorate the discriminative capability of PIFs. To this end, we proposed to use Siamese network to jointly train pairs in a face synthesis model as shown in FIGURE 6. Each model corresponds to the model shown in FIGURE 5. The pairs of face synthesis models share weights. In addition to the loss of synthesis, contrastive loss is added to penalize a positive pair that is far apart in the features space and a negative pair that is closer than margin m. Let X n 1 ,p j and X n 1 ,p k be the positive pair of same subject n 1 with pose j and k, respectively, and let X n 1 ,p j and X n 2 ,p l be the negative pair from subject n 1 and n 2 , respectively. The ''Feat'' layer extracts compact features from the PIFs that serve as dimension reduction. When the dimension of the ''Feat'' layer was the same as the number of identities, the model achieved the best performance. Assuming the function of the ''Feat'' layer is Feat(.), its features can be described as
The contrastive loss function becomes
VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Proposed Siamese network to jointly train pairs of face synthesis models, aiming to minimize the feature distances for same subjects and enlarge the distances for different subjects if they are closer than a margin m.
where L p and L n are the loss for positive pairs and negative pairs, they can be expressed as:
The loss of identity is incorporated with the loss of synthesis to train a Siamese network, calculated as LOSS = LOSS synthesis + λ * LOSS identity (10) where λ is the weight for the loss of identity. In our experimental results, λ = 10 achieved the best performance. With contrastive loss added, the PIFs tended to be more discriminative. The identity of the face is preserved during the face synthesis. The contrastive loss is added into each face synthesis model, and various identity-aware and poseinvariant features are extracted.
B. DEEP POSE-INVARIANT FEATURES BASED ON SIAMESE NETWORK
Each Siamese network shown in FIGURE 4 corresponds to one target pose, and results in one identity-aware face feature. For various target poses, multiple identity-aware and poseinvariant features are extracted. We also proposed a siamese network as shown in FIGURE 7 to incorporate these PIFs into deeper pose-invariant features. The input images are fed into various face synthesis models, and we used the extracted PIFs instead of the synthesized faces for further identification given that we found that PIFs can be more discriminative than synthesized face due to noise and artificial effects. Thus, the extracted PIFs from all face synthesis models are concatenated after the dimension reduction (FC3). The deeper PIFs are built on top of the concatenated layer and are learned by both softmax loss and contrastive loss. After the deep PIFs were extracted, we used a simple classifier (PCA + LDA) to identify the face, which achieved impressive results. We first applied PCA to the deep PIFs to reduce the dimension of the features to 400 and projected the PCA features into an LDA space with a dimension of 100. The model then used these LDA features to identify the face using Euclidean distance. The following section will present and analyze the experimental results in detail.
IV. RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed deep network on two datasets: CAS-PEAL [31] We used this dataset intensively to evaluate the performance of cross-pose face recognition. We ran the experiments on an Intel Core i7-4790 with 3.6 GHz, and 8 GB of RAM running on 64-bit Windows 7 Enterprise SP1, The GPU card is Nvidia GTX Titan X with 12 GB memory. Our network was trained and tested by CAFFE [33] . The initial learning rate of training the local networks was set to 1e-7. The extracted features from the deep network were concatenated and used to train an LDA projection. The contrastive loss weight is set to 10, and the margin m was set to 200 throughout the experiments. We divided both datasets into 50% for training and 50% for testing, which meant 10,920 CAS-PEAL faces and 800 FERET faces for both training and testing. The goal of training was to build a deep Siamese model for face synthesis and pose-invariant feature extraction, applying the learned model to the probe face to extract PIF for final face identification. 
A. FACE SYNTHESIS RESULTS
Before evaluating the accuracy of face recognition task, we first examined the quality of the synthesized faces; quality in these faces is an important factor in evaluating PIFs. As we described in Section 3, the proposed networks used various face synthesis models to render different target poses, which means the network is able to transform any pose-to-pose mapping using the learned face synthesis models. Thus, we visualized the synthesized faces with three scenarios: frontal to non-frontal, non-frontal to frontal, and non-frontal to non-frontal. We first used the FERET dataset to evaluate the performance on these scenarios. We define the face synthesis models in the format of ''Model + TargetPose'' for display convenience. FIGURE 8 presents the synthesized faces that were rendered from the frontal faces; the first row of each subject shows the ground truth of the subject on different poses, and the second row presents the synthesized faces that are generated from the frontal face using various face synthesis models. This figure indicates that the proposed face synthesis models preserved the face identities given that gender, race, and facial hair are maintained in the synthesized faces. Reversely, FIGURE 9 illustrates the frontal faces synthesized from non-frontal faces with any poses; this figures establishes that our proposed network was pose estimation free; the probe face with arbitrary poses are readily normalized into frontal view. The synthesized frontal views of the same subject are close to each other while discriminating other subjects due to the contrastive loss of Siamese network. With our method, we solved the problem that intra-class variations are greater than the interclass variations. Lastly, we evaluated the non-frontal to nonfrontal synthesis as shown in FIGURE 10, where various non-frontal poses of the same subject are transformed into any other poses. This figure illustrates that the input face with any pose can be normalized to other poses without losing identity. The normalized faces eliminate the pose variations, and the same-subject distance is closer. Surprisingly, the input face at pose of bb+60 degree can be transformed to bi-60 accurately FIGURE 8. Visualization of synthesized faces from frontal to non-frontal poses from the FERET dataset. Three subjects are displayed, and the first row of each subject shows the ground truth, while the second row shows the synthesized face using various models. through our face synthesis model, which means the learned model is capable of handling large pose changes.
In addition, we applied our algorithms on the CAS-PEAL dataset, and FIGURE 11 illustrated the similar results as in FIGURE 9 . Differently, the CAS-PEAL includes more poses from UP and DOWN positions, which challenged our face synthesis models, but the results were impressive: The faces captured from UP, DOWN, and MIDDLE were successfully normalized to frontal faces. FIGURE 12 then presented the synthesized faces from large to small poses; we fed into the CAS-PEAL network probe images at 45 • taken from at UP, DOWN, and MIDDLE, and the corresponding outputs of the visual layers were extracted and illustrated. Because there were many face synthesis models (21 models for each target pose), we chose only some of them to display in the figure. For each angle in the MIDDLE position, there are corresponding angles for UP and DOWN. To simplify the figure, we used models in the same position as the input image to synthesis the faces and show only the virtual faces with smaller angles than the input image. The results show that the learned CAS-PEAL network was able to accurately synthesize the virtual poses use a single non-frontal image.
B. POSE-INVARIANT FACE RECOGNITION
To evaluate the extracted PIFs, we examined the performance of cross-pose face recognition for each fully connected layer extracted from various face synthesis models using PCA+LDA, FIGURE 13 shows the average performance of various vertical orientations for each PIF layer in the CAS-PEAL dataset. The figure shows some synthesis models with target poses at 45 to −45 degrees in the Middle position. In general, syntheses from the MIDDLE position were more accurate than were those taken the UP or DOWN positions in the CAS-PEAL dataset, which is reasonable given that self-occlusion is more significant in those positions. We also compared the performance of various face synthesis models on the FERET dataset as shown in TABLE 1; each row of this  table corresponds to one face synthesis model, and we used the PIFs extracted from the specific models to identity the probe faces. We found that the performance of the different synthesis models varied for different poses, especially for large poses; some models had more strength with poses in the left rather than right orientation, for instance. By incorporating these PIFs from those models, the features tended to be more invariant to pose change. [34] , SIFT, GPCA+LDA [31] , and 3D continuous pose normalization [35] . The ''PM15'', ''PM30'', ''PM45'' in TABLE 2 refer to the average performance of pose change of 15, 30, and 45 degrees for the horizontal orientation. Our proposed network achieved significant improvement over LGBP, SIFT, and GPCA+LDA, but it was not as good as the 3D pose for the DOWN orientation; it was 7% better than 3D poses in the MIDDLE position. However, the 3D pose method relies on landmark detection and involves fitting a 3D face model to 2D facial points; this is time-consuming, and practically, the errors in pose and shape estimation lead to undesirable artifacts that are propagated to the face recognition part. In addition, to evaluate the performance with the Siamese architecture added, we compared the same network with and without the architecture. With the Siamese architecture added into the face synthesis networks, the proposed algorithm showed significantly improved face identification accuracy. Generally speaking, our network has impressive performance for poses in the MIDDLE position.
We assessed the performance of cross-pose face recognition in the FERET dataset, as shown in TABLE 3, by comparing our proposed algorithm with LGBP, SIFT, PLS [36] , MVV-AE [37] , Prob. Stack flow [6] , Asthana et al. [5] and Kan et al. [12] . We obtained the performance of the proposed network by incorporating multiple PIFs as shown in FIGURE 7. It is noted that the incorporated PIFs achieved higher performance than the individual models (TABLE 1) . Also, our networks achieved the best performance among the compared algorithms. The proposed network also performed significantly better than the conventional feature-based algorithms; it was much more accurate than other synthesis methods such as MVV-AE, Prob. Stack flow, and Asthana et al. In particular, the proposed network achieved better results than the deep learning-based algorithm by Kan et al. [12] . Especially when the pose angle was greater than 40 degrees, our network was more powerful than the other algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed deep Siamese networks to learn identity-aware and pose-invariant features by adding contrastive loss into face synthesis models, which preserved the face identity while synthesizing the face. The experimental results showed that the extracted pose-invariant features from the synthesis model were more discriminative than the synthesized poses. The added contrastive loss significantly improved the face identification accuracy, especially for large pose changes.
In addition, we trained various face synthesis models with different target poses as supervisory signals; the learned PIFs were incorporated by another Siamese network, resulting in deeper pose-invariant and identity-aware features. We found that different face synthesis models achieved different performance with the same input data, with some having more strength with specific poses. By incorporating the PIFs extracted from various synthesis models, we learned deeper and more discriminative pose-invariant features, and the experimental results demonstrated that these incorporated features achieved better results than the individual PIFs.
We also compared the incorporated deep PIFs with the other algorithms in the FERET and CAS-PEAL datasets.
Our algorithm achieved significant improvement over feature-based and other synthesis-based methods. It also performed better than the recently published methods of pose-invariant face recognition based on deep learning.
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